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XOOPS Bug Squashing Week! We need your help! - Developer News
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We are in the process of fixing open Bugs in the XOOPS 2.5.7.

This weekend we've reviewed and closed so far following bugs:

Static Constants Needing Fixed

A session had already been started - ignoring session_start()

X_ITEM_TILE in /?language/?english/?mail_template/?default_notify.tpl

Notifications encoding

_AM_SENDMTOUSERS missied

Sorting bug in Profile module search

dhtmltextarea editor accent not displayed

Bug in fresh install in page_configsave.php

TinyEditor only loading in the 'Scoop' part of the News modu

Image Manager category creation restrictions

Calendar shows 40 days

balise code and \

News 1.67 and Xoops 2.5.4

template duplicate issue

template set is not updated based on template file

install last page no css/?js
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https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1287/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1285/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1270/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1280/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1278/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1227/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1219/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1206/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1205/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1201/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1199/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1197/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1189/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1273/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1221/
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/1271/
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Some of them were old and already solved but not yet officially closed, some needed a solution,
some bugs were reported already with a solution, but it's important that we review them all.

Our goal is to close ALL open bugs for the release of XOOPS 2.5.7!

There are still 18 bugs open, so please help us with closing them as well!

We hope, XOOPS 2.5.7 will be the last release in the XOOPS 2.5.x series, so we can then
focus on helping Richard with the XOOPS 2.6.0 development!!! 

https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/milestone/XOOPS_2.5.x/?q=_milestone%3AXOOPS_2.5.x&limit=250&page=0&sort=status%20desc
https://sourceforge.net/p/xoops/bugs/milestone/XOOPS_2.5.x/?q=_milestone%3AXOOPS_2.5.x&limit=250&page=0&sort=status%20desc
https://xoops.org/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?post_id=355360
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focus on helping Richard with the XOOPS 2.6.0 development!!! 
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